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Marks

I Answer all questions in one or two sentences' Each question carries 2 marks'

l. List any fotu bitwise operators in C'

2. What is the output of ttre following statement:

fo(i=5;i>0;i- ) Print('ald ",i);

3. Find the ouput of the following statements:

int ab,*c;

a=10;

b=20;

, c=&a;

++*c:
prind(?d" +b);

4. What is the use of void keyword in function declaration'

5. Tell the statement to declarc a variable for storing the names of 50 shrdents-

with a maxrmum of 20 letters' (5x2 = l0)

PART -B
(Maximum marks : 30)

lI Ansrver anyfve of the follou'ing questions Each queslion canies 6 marks'

L Explain switch statement with the help of an example'

2. Write a C program to print the multiptication table of a given number using

do-while looP.

i. Write a C progmm to find the reverse of a given string withour usurg string

frurctiors.

4. Write a C program to send two numbers into a user defined firnction' find the

smallest among the given trvo numbers using thc firnction and retum the result'
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5.

6.

7.

2

List any three input finctions and any three output frmctions.

Explain declaration. initialization and storage of multi dimensional anays with

example.

Explain passing arays into {irnctions wit}r example-

Marks

(5x6 = 30)

PART - C

(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one full question fiom each unit. Each full question carries 15 marks.)

UNlr - I

III (a) b<qlain variables. List the nrles for defining variables'

(b) Write a C program to convert temperature in degree Cels-ius to'deglee

Fahrenheit. (Flint: F=C*9/5+32).

On

IV (a) Explain any fou basic dala qpe qualifiers.

(b) Write a C program to read two numbers and an arithmetic operator and

perform the arithmetic operation based on the operator using switch statement.

(Hint: +for addition, - for subtraction, * for mr,rltiplication and / for division).
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Uur - II
Compare entry contolled loop and exit controlled loop with example.

Write a C program to delete an element fiom an aray.

On

Explain the use of break and contilrue stat€ments in loops with the help of
exarnple.

Write a C program to furd the sum of elemenb of a matrix.
'Uxrr 

- III

Explain pointers and its features.

\ttite a C program to concatenate two strings without using string fi.urctions.

On

Explain any four standard sting frurctions with example.

Write a C program to frnd the largest among N numbers using pointer.

Urtr - IV

Write a function 10 swap two numbers using call by reference. Write a

C program to call the fi.mction.

\ltite a C progam to find the factors of a given number using fi.rnction.

On

Explain recrusion with example.

Write a C program to reverse a given array'. tjse user defined functions ttr

reverse the array.
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